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Since the introduction of the PSSC, there has been a noticeable drop in useless 

correspondence. There is still aways to go ih practice before a complete categorization 
of things is achieved. Up l.D'ltil now in the use of the PSSC, P.O.O. has only initial 

3 PSOZ's. TI1is was for organizational reasons. On the other hand, the basic reason 

for not doing so was to allow cadres time to align their practice with thePSSC. There 

is always a quantity of Kincompletions, inaccuracies, and misplacements of information 

in the initial stages of a new process to realign conceptual thinking • .  This is the 

conceptual basis for not initialing the PS02's. 

There was a feature criticism brought out in C.L. 's memo dated 5/5/Rl which 

states: "in this connection,<XK and Kcr:: are presently reflected in the use of the PSSC 

forms. For instance, the PS02 give a reflection of a prinicpal contradiction every 

week and every month". To increase the clarity of this ideological criticism, in givert 

sitlbations there are new princ}.palcontradictions occuring daily, weekly, and monthly. 

However, the focus of this ideolmgical criticism is based on the fact that there is 

no dialectical material evidence of L�e resolution of PC's occuring weekly or monthly 

Of course, this criticism doesn't apply to the organization: . as a whole. Neverthless, 

undialectical material practices perpetuate mechanical correspondence, thereby wasting 

XKi time and money. Thus the PSSC will fundamentally make mechanical correspondence 

impossible. 

The definitions of PSOl will enable developing cadres to conceptualize the 

overall process of a tl1ing. But most importantly is will enable developing cadres to 

understand problems of the primary and of the scondary contradictions. 

The worksheet is part of the PSSC. Discussion groups will be organized arol.D'ld 

the worksheet. 

NOTE: the t'lork Breakdown Structure Input Data fonn PS02 is the connecting fonn for 

PS 02 to be initialed. Before the connection is made with WBSID, the PSOl &PSOZ must 

be reviewed by P.o.o. to ascertain the degree of correctness. This step is part of the 

process of initializing the PSOZ. As the ITP continues to develop, idealism and meta-
within 

physics will be defeated as a force . · the 0 by the Jl.f method and scientific social 
practice. 


